The Mercy Home for Children
Videotaping on move out day at the Mercy Home

Teaching the kids to blow bubbles
Watching the kids sing
Making the videotape for the kids in London

Eager to ask us questions about the USA
Watching the children dance
The kids watching a Bug's Life on my computer

The girls side
Too many kids sharing one bed!

Angela talking to the kids as they show us their rooms
Too Many children sharing a bed

The kids showing us their rooms
How water is collected

The toilet
A little helper collecting the dry clothes

A little one folding a collecting clean clothes
Washing clothes
Waiting in line to be interviewed by us!

Meredith teaching the kids a song
Angela advising one of the girls who was getting teased

Angela showing us what was for lunch!
The puppies at Mercy Home get lots of attention
Angela with the kids

Cleaning out the rooms before moving!
On Move out day!

Sitting with his stuff
The entrance to the new orphanage

The boys side
A view of Lake Victoria out the back of the boys dorm

Videoing for Angela
Bathrooms with flushable toilets!